


nestled in the heart of Beaune,  
Tonnellerie Tremeaux is an artisan cooperage anchored 

in the tradition of the Burgundy region. We patiently 
craft limited production barrels to respect the fruit and 

reflect each wine’s unique beauty.

our barrels

BORDEAUX (225L) 

Export 

Allégé 

Château Ferré 

Château Traditional

LARGE FORMAT 

265L  

300L

350L  

400L

500L

BOURGOGNE (228L) 

Export 

Traditional



*We leave the barrel heads untoasted to provide optimal structure.

CHEMINÉE SEASONING  
Our premium French oak is seasoned using a unique, one-meter chimney 
stacking method. This artisan approach ensures our oak seasons naturally 
and evenly, with optimal air flow and exposure to the elements. In this way, 

we cultivate a softer oak profile with incredible consistency.

LÉGÈRE BLONDE (LB) 
This toast enhances the wine’s fruit aromatics while offering freshness and a 
supple tannic structure. For white wines, Légère Blonde highlights notes of 

citrus and white flowers, while in red wines it accentuates  
red fruits aromas.

BLONDE SPÉCIALE (B Spé.)  
Our Blonde Spéciale toast is the perfect harmony of brightness and aromatic 

complexity. This toast highlights minerality and salinity on white wines, 
while in red wines it shows delicate texture on the palate. It expresses finesse 

and emphasizes fruit characteristics.   

LÉGÈRE LONGUE (LL) 
Our Légère Longue toast contributes volume and aromatic freshness, and 
lends additional weight to the palate respecting the fruit with an elegant 
texture. This toast highlight white fresh fruits on white wines and subltle 

floral notes on red wines.

MOYENNE (M) 
Our Moyenne toast offers a rounded mouthfeel and excellent length while 

preserving the fruit. This toast is known for delicate notes of spices and 
grilled bread. 

MOYENNE PLUS (M+) 
Focused on richness and texture, Moyenne Plus balances with wine to create 
excellent weight, length and complexity. Aromatics include notes of roasted 

nuts on white wines and black fruits for red wines.

t o a s t  o p t i o n s
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www.tonnellerie-tremeaux.fr


